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DATA S H E E T
Why choose SIP ?

VoIP telephony allows you to run multiple calls at the same time and call from anywhere in the world, using the same
number and significantly save on costs. Unlike a physical copper phone line, VoIP numbers are not attached to any
geographic location, meaning you can call from any international number or any area code, providing a huge degree of
flexibility for businesses.

Benefits of SIP from Voip Unlimited
Unlimited Voice
Channels

Number
portability

Private network built for voice
SIP Lite £4.99 for small businesses
SIP Unlimited £10.99
(Avg. price comparison businesses saved 30% per year)

International
numbers

New VoIP
Numbers

Top tip:
Companies benefitting from VoIP Telephony have a phone system connected to the internet, which like
any other connected device is vulnerable to malicious activity. So we like to encourage awareness and
recommend your system is installed by qualified providers who can lock down your firewall and only
allow traffic from your ISP. Ask us about our fraud prevention services.

The SIP process

Upon acceptance of a SIP service with Voip Unlimited, the steps are:

“

Configure

Voip Unlimited set up
numbers as per the
customer’s request.

Provide

Customer is supplied
credentials to configure
on PBX

“Across the business, Voip Unlimited are a pleasure to deal with. Their reliable
technology and the one to one expert engagement we receive, has made them an
extension of our trusted team. We would recommend their service in a heartbeat.”
Sahara Force India Formula One Team

The telephony solution provides my business with increased flexibility across
multiple branches. Implementation was painless and the call quality is excellent.
Your Move

“

Order

Place order
online

To arrange a visit at Voip Unlimited’s HQ or to chat to the team

01202 612 000 sales@voip-unlimited.net
Registered Office: 6 Albany Park, Cabot Lane, Poole, Dorset, BH17 7BX.
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